
Welcome to The Town. I am making a 'modern day' (1970-present) town campaign based 
around paranormal investigations/ghost hunter types. Low level stuff where most of 
the problems will be dealing with people who want to know why you are 'snooping 
around'. I'm thinking a mix of 70%-80% unrelated secrets that people are hiding to 
10%-20% being secrets directly or indirectly related to what ever shenanigans are 
going on. The unrelated could still have a major impact depending on what the 
players do with that info. Say it's shady dealings with local funds that leads to 
the mayor's office (gave the contract to his brother-in-law) Do they use it to 
blackmail the mayor? Do they go to the press? Do they ignore it and let this 
continue, knowing the brother in law does shoddy work for twice the price? Getting 
on the bad or good side of people with what they find out and how they use it would
be a main point. Just cause the woods are haunted, doesn't mean the world stops 
spinning.
As for the 'supernatural' side, more incorporeal entities that influence others or 
cursed objects/places than bigfoot (not to say no cryptids, but not a zoo full). 
Small fey like creatures that only come into the world at certain times would be 
fine. Something that shows up (or passes through) every X number of years is good. 
I'm not looking for stat blocks, but general ideas. Such as "Anyone who disturbs 
the house of old man Hatter invites days worth of restless sleep. Should they 
damage his property, the effects are 10X worse, sickening nightmares of them being 
hunted and torn apart, until repaired. Even worse, should they take anything, the 
effects can become lethal (as the item allows his spirit to leave the house)

Feel free to contribute your ideas or make suggestions/comments on others.

Rosie's Diner, from hamburgers and fries to fried chicken dinner with taters 'n 
gravy. 50s themed from the jukebox to the waitstaff. A safe Haven from what lurks, 
no supernatural force can seem to find anyone inside. Of course it's only open from
10am to 10pm (11:30pm summer). Been in the same family for 3 generations.

The Town is prone to fog in the morning and evening, esp in the spring and fall. 
Between the fog and the abundance of foliage, noise is dampened during these times.
Even when someone is close enough to hear a noise, it's often hard to determine 
exactly which direction it's coming from unless it's right on top of you...

Old man Alister's goat farm is just outside the the town boundaries and borders the
woods. Sometimes the goats get out and can be found in the wood. Alister blames 
local teens for his animals escape, yet it always seems to happen around the same 
time every year. The goats are found the next day, but never the night before. It's
also the time of year that the number of missing person's reports go up...

A pair of twin sisters inherited a historic house from their eccentric great uncle.
A little odd themselves, they own an antique shop in town where they make a modest 
living. The shop is full of the usual furniture as well as a section of 'oddities' 
and a few select books. They say the real strange things are kept at their house 
and only available to discerning customers.

The Town park contains a gazebo, benches, nature trails and an old wishing well. 
While many children have thrown their coins down it over the years, it is said that
only wishes made with the most intent desire are granted. It's also said that the 
worst thing that can happen is you get exactly what you wished for.

Tree forts are a time honored tradition in the Town. While not every child has one 
of their own, they usually have access to one via their circle of friends. A place 
to store 'important' items, to retreat to or hold secret meetings. Though who knows
what might take up residence in the old abandoned ones that don't get torn down.

The Town has a number of cabins off in the woods that are usually only in use 
during the summer and fall. Some are privately owned while other are to be had from



a local rental agency.
While most of the rentals are with in a certain distance of each other, there exist
'retreat' style cabins that are very isolated. Surely they are rented only by those
who wish to escape the pressures of the modern world and no other reason....

The Town has it's share of watering holes, but the Half Moon was said to have come 
over from Scotland, plank by plank, around 1904. It's a favorite place for the 
common working man and old retired codgers. If anyone would know a good chunk of 
unwritten history of the Town, it would be them. Getting them to talk however will 
take some doing.

Don't look back. Don't look round. When the Fachan has come to town. Behind the 
hedge. Behind the gate. Tarry not or you'll soon be late. Widdershins, widdershins,
spin thrice and pray 'Fachan, fachan don't carry me away'. -Nursery rhyme heard in 
The Town.

In The Town, the old Comet drive in theater still operates from spring through 
summer, closing in early to mid fall. Cheap concessions and the ability to have the
whole family watch classics for a cheap price are the main draw. Occasionally, 
newer films will be shown. But not horror movies. Never horror movies. It's been 16
years since one has been shown and that was back when they stayed open till the end
of October.

When closed for the season, the lot feels unnaturally empty. The small divot 
between two wooded areas the place occupies is great for preventing noise and light
pollution while the films are showing, but makes it feel like you're all alone when
all other cars are gone and the power is off. Sometimes teens hang out after dark 
during the off season, but they make sure to be out of there before 2am and never 
on All Hallows Eve.

The Town's local library is old, but well cared for, both in terms of the building 
and the contents of the shelves. While the common stacks house the usual works one 
would expect, the well organized archive contains works going back to the town's 
founding. From local newspapers to journals to survey maps. While the archive's 
microfilm is easily accessible to the public, it takes a special favor to be able 
to view the original works, if only for their delicate nature. Such permission is 
handled by the head librarian or, more commonly, by a member of the historical 
society. While it is possible that a noted historian with the proper know how to 
handle such fragile works might be left to their privacy, the unqualified will have
to deal with supervision up to and including not being allowed to even touch the 
works. That said, with a little planing (and perhaps some donations) there are few 
things even a relative stranger wouldn't be allowed to see. From the curated 
archive at least.

It is said that the library houses a 'private reserve' of select one of a kind 
books and journals. The kind that were hand written so very long ago. Some say it's
located in a sub basement, others in the attic. Yet another rumor is that it's not 
even on the same grounds. Finding out will take a great deal of subtly and 
investigative skill to find it with out alerting it's keepers if one wishes to 
access it unknown.

Unlike busier metropolitan areas, The Town tends to close down most things before 
10PM. People like to be home before that. This changes during the summer, with the 
longer daylight hours, places will stay open an hour later, but no more than that. 
In the 'new area' (Built after 1970s) is where you'll find some businesses that 
stay open longer or even 24 hours. Businesses are mostly locally owned, with very 
few chain type stores and no 'big box' stores. Chains trying to move in find land 
prices skyrocketing, the local inspectors finding every fault and the bureaucratic 
red tape strangling.



WCRP is The Town's local radio station. The morning show with Peter Hanover and 
Mike Cornell covers local news, weather and politics as well as call in segments 
throughout, depending on how much filler they need. Pete and Mike are old school 
news men. Strait shooters, never vulgar, often clever when nothing serious is going
on, but rock solid when things take a turn for the worse. Their voice can be the 
eye of the storm when bad things happen.

Some classic rock scattered through out and then giving into the mid day DJ, 
currently one Amand Perkins or "Mandy P!" as she thinks it lends her panache. Mandy
picks her own music, reads off any news, weather or traffic updates. Sandwiched 
between the stoic morning show and 'wild' evening show, Mandy feels like she's 
being over looked and sometimes tries too hard and can get carried away when a news
piece is vague or some rumor starts spreading. She can start rambling 'what ifs' 
faster than just about anyone.

The "Wild Hours, with Wild Man Merv!" comes on after and features mostly music 
picked by Melvin "Merv" Finkelstien. Is also known for doing a 'wild history of' on
band and albums, Merv knows the ins and outs of both the music industry and music 
history and is very passionate about both.

The final show of the cycle comes in the small hours of the day. Officially called 
"Unspoken Theories, with host Gary Briggs" around Town it's often referred to as 
'The Lunatic Fringe'. Local legends, tinfoil hat theories, 'occult' lore, nothing 
is too weird for Gary. Unlike the other shows, Gary does his seven days a week. No 
one can remember the last time he wasn't on.

Trains still run through The Town. Mostly just passing through. Freight 90% of the 
time, passenger 5% and military the remaining 5%. While some discontinued lines 
have been left to rot, some of the lines closer to Town center have been turned 
into nature trails.

In the many nature trails that surround The Town, the paths are well kept, well 
designated and planed out. They are patrolled by park rangers and help kept clean 
by various volunteer groups from girls/boy scouts to amateur outdoors groups like 
"The Order of the Blue Buffalo". Signs and maps encourage people to stay on the 
well designated paths and to avoid leaving them.

The woods are full of old paths and game trails, some which seem to lead very near 
the 'official' ones. Despite the best efforts to replant or landscape away these 
false trails, they always seem to reemerge. Park rangers, local sheriffs and other 
law enforcement work together when ever someone goes missing in the woods. The 
level of cooperation is almost unheard of else where in the nation. Almost as if 
they were far more afraid of that person staying lost than the other departments 
getting the glory.

Anon contribtion: >>>A small town, there's only one church to be found here, the 
historic Rosewood Chapel. One of the oldest buildings in Town, and Baptist by name,
the church isn't picky with the denominations of its attendees, and though he's 
getting up in years Pastor Vickers is a kindly and quick old soul, devout for the 
Lord and avid in his sermons, yet as new folks with different values come into the 
Town, he laments that church attendance grows lower by the year.

Even if it isn't quite as full as it used to be, Rosewood Chapel still rings with 
hymns on Sunday mornings, and Joan Vickers still strums on the church piano. 
There's something quaint and comfortable about this old place, even for the non-
faithful, and more than a few tourists have said that upon entering the Chapel they
feel a sense of relief and peace, Christians and Atheists alike. The pastor is a 
gentle, generous man, and weary travelers in need of a place to weather the storm 



will find a warm welcome here.

What is perhaps worrying, however, is that that sense of safety and comfort quickly
dissipates when one leaves the Chapel and enters the wider town, and just as 
tourists have talked of feeling at ease in the church, they've talked of feeling on
edge elsewhere in Town. If the Lord's eyes are upon them in the Chapel, then 
something else's eyes are upon them as they go out and about...<<<<

Gregory Cornwall is a plumber by trade but most know him a a local at the Half Moon
tavern. A bit of a history buff, Gregory knows all sorts of trivia. Like when 
people elected a goat rather than let a certain corrupt mayor continue to run. Or 
how a local law forbids the transportation of pigs by motor carriages. Or the 
statute that says the local constabulary must 'maintain weapons of a silvered 
nature' and other such silly things.

Miss Elizabeth Rowan Perkins. Palm reader, fortune teller, preparer of horroscopes 
and shop keep to her Great Aunt Petunia's book shop "Birds of a Feather" with it's 
carved owls above the door. While she enjoys spending her days reading books, Miss 
Perkins enjoys trading gossip with those who come for readings the most. She is 
even known to make house calls for those of a more delicate constitution. Her 
empathy and ability to read people is almost unnatural. During her time off, she 
can often be seen 'bird watching' in the woods.

Known with in the local police department as 'Knights Errant', the team of law 
enforcement are sent out to deal with unusual encounters. Well trained and 
equipped, they are also given some extra leeway in filing reports. Emphasis on 
keeping the incidences quiet and out of the general public have become harder over 
the yeas as recording devices have become more portable.

Dr. Stuart Rosenberg has been The Town's go to psychiatrist for both the local 
P.D., court ordered therapy and referrals from other M.D. for 'special' cases. What
the man knows could fill several books, most of which no one would believe. Any 
calls of disturbance to either his practice or home are responded to with the 
upmost urgency and firepower.

Timothy Augustus Birch, though now deceased, was the founder of the Birch 
Exploratory Society. A man of means in the 1880s, he came to The Town in search of 
an artifact that had been taken from the deserts of Egypt and found it's way here. 
After securing said artifact and shipping it back to his compatriots, Birch decided
to settle down with one Abigail Emily Perkins. The locals who had helped him became
the founding members of the society and are a rather secretive lot. Now a days they
are mostly academics, but old money runs deep to their foundations and a certain 
Noblesse Oblige means they will spur them to action.

The Town hosts best holiday decorations in various parts. Competition is fierce 
between neighbors over certain holidays. To date, no one has been able to beat the 
Macready presentation for 10 year running.

The Grey Elk hunting lodge goes back to the 1890s. Once the sole domain of rich 
'respectable' men, the requirements have loosened over the years to where now 
anyone in good standing (as in no criminal record) and able to afford membership 
can join. In addition to the main lodge, there are several cabins for members use 
during the hunting season. In one such cabin lives the Hunstmaster Rick Gonzales, a
man in his 40s who know the woods around the lodge like no other. A small staff 
maintains the lodge and provides services. Including a gun smith that hand-loads 
special ordnance for members. While busiest during deer hunting season, the lodge 
is open year round for other outdoor activities as well as the hunting of small 
game and fishing. All members are required to put time in at the local range and 
take safety classes before being allowed to hunt on lodge grounds.



"Children laugh, children play, with the black hare of Cordilay. Up he hops, down 
he goes, on who's grave stone, no one knows. So you laugh, so you play, till the 
last you see your final day." Jump rope rhyme sung by young children around The 
Town.


